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I read this whole series a
couple weeks ago and
really enjoyed it! Three
siblings, Jared, Simon,
and Mallory, move into
an old, run down house
with their mom. Not only
do they find hidden
rooms, they also discover
all sorts of magical
creatures! Some are nice,
some, well, they’re not so
nice…

available at our
New Kensington and
Lower Burrell
Locations!

illustrated by Leonard Weisgard

This book will teach you
how to say all kinds of
Russian phrases, like “I
don’t like strawberry ice
cream!” It also features
cute illustrations, a guide to
pronouncing the tricky
Cyrillic alphabet, and a list
of other books the interested Russian learner
can look at for more
information. Although this
is a kid’s book, it’s great for
all ages interested to add a
few useful foreign phrases
to their vocabulary!

available at our New
Kensignton Location!

This very original book
by the author of the
famous and beloved
“Goodnight Moon” is
all about a traffic light
in a small town, and how
it helps people and
animals go about their
day. The text is simple
and certain phrases
repeat a lot, but always
with a new twist! The
illustrations are great.
done in a bold and
charming 1950s style
with, of course, a lot of
green and red!

available at our New
Kensignton Location!

Upon moving into the run-down Spiderwick Estate with their mother, twin brothers Jared and Simon Grace, along with their sister
Mallory, find themselves pulled into an alternate world full of faeries and other creatures.Â The Spiderwick Chronicles (original title). PG
| 1h 36min | Action, Adventure, Drama | 20 March 2008 (Russia). 2:33 | Trailer. 16 VIDEOS | 58 IMAGES. The wall that separates
worlds tumbles to the ground. Life on Earth just became a little more fantastic. Watch trailers & learn more.Â The Spiderwick Chronicles.
20087+ 1h 36mChildren & Family Movies. When city-raised twins move to a tumbledown country mansion, it's quite an adjustment -especially after they uncover a magical fantasy world. Starring:Freddie Highmore, Mary-Louise Parker, Sarah Bolger. Watch all you want
for free. Try 30 days free.

